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Theatrical Art 

Project #1: Texture Panel 

Due: January 31
st
 

 

Steps: 

 

1. Base neutral. 

 

2. Split in half and blue tape line. 

 

3. Using a 3” lay-in brush, 2 color 

wet blend half of panel. Use 

Paint #1 & Paint #2. 

4. Dry entirely. Blue tape on other 

side of line. 
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5. Using a 3” lay-in brush, paint a 

gradient from Paint #1 at the top to Paint 

#2 at the bottom. The transition from 

shades should be as smooth as possible. 

 

 

6. Let dry entirely. Split into 4ths and 

blue tape to the right of the 1
st
 line. 

        Line 1 Line 2    Line 3 

7. Using a sea sponge, sponge Paint #3 

in the first quarter, making sure to cover 

evenly and without discernable pattern. 

Let dry completely and repeat sponging 

with Paint #4. 

 

8. Let dry entirely. Tape to the left of the 

1
st
 line and to the right of the 2

nd
 line. 
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9. Dry brush with Paint #5 using a 4” 

chip brush. Make sure your lines are as 

straight and even as possible. Dry 

completely and repeat dry brush with 

Paint #3. Dry completely and repeat dry 

brush with Paint #4. 

 
10. Dry completely and tape to the right 

of line 2 and the left of line 3. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

11. Rag roll with Paint #4 neatly and 

evenly. Let dry completely and repeat 

rag roll with Paint #5. 

 

12. Dry completely and tape to the right 

of line 3. 
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13. Dry roll with Paint #5 lightly and 

evenly. Dry completely and repeat dry 

roll with Paint #3. 

 

14. Dry completely and measure panel 

into 3rds.  

15. Tape and mask above 1
st
 line. Make 

sure you paper the entire flat. 

 

16. Spatter using Paint #6. Make sure 

your spatter is even and consistent. 

 

17. Dry completely. Tape and mask 

below the 1
st
 line and above the 3

rd
, 

exposing the center section. 

 

18. Mix water into Paint #6 at the ratio 

4:1 – it should be very watery. Splatter 

the second section using this mixture. 

Your splatter should be even and 

consistent. 

 

19. Dry completely. Tape and mask 

above the 2
nd

 line. Make sure to paper 

over the entire lower sections. 
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20. Spatter the upper section with water, 

covering the section completely with 

drops of water. Then spatter watered 

down Paint #6 overtop of the water. This 

is called the bath and should be even and 

consistent. Dry completely before 

removing paper/tape or moving the flat. 
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Theatrical Art 

Project #1: Texture Panel  

Grading Rubric 

 

100 points total 

 

1.   Layout 

  Yes (10 pts) Is layout correct? 

  Somewhat (5pts)  

  No (0pts)  

2.   Wet Blend 

  Yes (3 pts) Do we see both colors distinctly? The paint is not muddy? 

  Somewhat (2-1pt)  

  No (0pts)  

  Yes (3 pts) Is there a smooth blending between colors? 

  Somewhat (2-1pt)  

  No (0pts)  

  Yes (3 pts) No holidays? 

  Somewhat (2-1pt)  

  No (0pts)  

  Yes (1pt) Used an omnidirectional stroke? 

  No (0pts)  

3.   Gradient 

  Yes (3 pts) Is the color shift evenly spaced? 

  Somewhat (2-1pt)  

  No (0pts)  

  Yes (3 pts) Is the transition smooth? 

  Somewhat (2-1pt)  

  No (0pts)  

  Yes (3 pts) No holidays? 

  Somewhat (2-1pt)  

  No (0pts)  

  Yes (1pt) Used an omnidirectional stroke? 

  No (0pts)  

4.   Sponge 

  Yes (3 pts) Is sponging evenly spaced? 

  Somewhat (2-1pt)  

  No (0pts)  

  Yes (3 pts) No repeating/heavy pattern? 

  Somewhat (2-1pt)  

  No (0pts)  

  Yes (3 pts) Used both colors? 

  Somewhat (2-1pt)  

  No (0pts)  

  Yes (1pt) Neat? Did not get color on other sections?  

  No (0pts)  

5.   Dry Brush 

  Yes (3 pts) Are the paint lines straight? 

  Somewhat (2-1pt)  
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  No (0pts)  

  Yes (3 pts) Are the paint lines even? 

  Somewhat (2-1pt)  

  No (0pts)  

  Yes (3 pts) Used all three colors? 

  Somewhat (2-1pt)  

  No (0pts)  

  Yes (1pt) Neat? Did not get color on other sections? 

  No (0pts)  

6.   Rag Roll 

  Yes (3 pts) Is the rag rolling consistent? 

  Somewhat (2-1pt)  

  No (0pts)  

  Yes (3 pts) Is the rolling even? 

  Somewhat (2-1pt)  

  No (0pts)  

  Yes (3 pts) Used both colors? 

  Somewhat (2-1pt)  

  No (0pts)  

  Yes (1pt) Neat? Did not get color on other sections? 

  No (0pts)  

7.   Dry Roll 

  Yes (3 pts) Is the dry roll consistent? 

  Somewhat (2-1pt)  

  No (0pts)  

  Yes (3 pts) No repeating/heavy pattern? 

  Somewhat (2-1pt)  

  No (0pts)  

  Yes (3 pts) Used both colors? 

  Somewhat (2-1pt)  

  No (0pts)  

  Yes (1pt) Neat? Did not get color on other sections? 

  No (0pts)  

8.   Spatter 

  Yes (3 pts) Is the spatter non-directional? 

  Somewhat (2-1pt)  

  No (0pts)  

  Yes (3 pts) Consistent dot size? 

  Somewhat (2-1pt)  

  No (0pts)  

  Yes (3 pts) Complete coverage? 

  Somewhat (2-1pt)  

  No (0pts)  

  Yes (1pt) Well masked? Did not get color on other sections? 

  No (0pts)  

9.   Splatter 

  Yes (3 pts) Correct water mixture? 

  Somewhat (2-1pt)  

  No (0pts)  
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  Yes (3 pts) Complete coverage? 

  Somewhat (2-1pt)  

  No (0pts)  

  Yes (3 pts) Non-directional? 

  Somewhat (2-1pt)  

  No (0pts)  

  Yes (1pt) Did not get color on other sections? 

  No (0pts)  

10.   Bath 

  Yes (3 pts) Correct water/paint layering? 

  Somewhat (2-1pt)  

  No (0pts)  

  Yes (3 pts) Non-directional? 

  Somewhat (2-1pt)  

  No (0pts)  

  Yes (3 pts) Complete coverage? 

  Somewhat (2-1pt)  

  No (0pts)  

  Yes (1pt) Did not get color on other sections? 

  No (0pts)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


